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ENVIRONMENT 
INCANDESCENT 
BULBS: IT MAY BE 
A man with a Chewbacca costume 
was arrested in Hollywood 
Thu~ after harassing tourists 
and hei1d-buttin9 a tour guide. 
The AsSOciated Pless reported that 
LAPD t.t. Paut vemon • 
l"(cu can mthe forre 
wittl you, you just 
can1t use Ulegal 
force." 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
CSEL TO HOLD CAREER 
EXPO AND INTERNSHIP 
FAIR ON TUESDAY 
The event will take place at the Arena 
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.ni. Students will 
get a chance to meet employers 
recruiting students, recent graduates 
and students who will be graduating 
soon. Professional. dress is required for 
those who.attend. 
LOCAL & STATE,A2 
TORNADO RECOVERY 
PAUSES FOR SERVKE AT . 
SITE OF CHURCH 
Tornado victims and their supporters 
turned out for Sunday service at a 
church that was demolished in the 
killer storms that waylaid Central 
Florida, trying to stay optimistic about 
the long recoyery ahead. · 
NATION & WORLO,M 
BOMBER KILLS 132, 
WOUNDS 305 AT 
BAGHDAD MARKET 
The fifth major bombing in Iraq 
· c 1' happened in less than a month, 
targeting a predominantly Shiite 
district in Baghdad. The thunderous 
explosion that sent a column of 
smoke into the sky on the east bank 
of the Tigris River. · 
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Spanning the globe 
A desire t-0 help those in need, 
wherever they may be, drives 
Brittany Moscato-SEE HEALING HAN.DS,A2 
. ' 
Mario Jenkins' tackler to spend 6 months in jail 
. . \ 
JOANNA BLACKSTONE 
Contributing Writer 
The only man charged in the wake of 
the death of UCF Police Officer Mario 
Jenkins will spend six months in an 
Orange· County jail for tackling Jenkins 
moments before both of them were 
shot. Jenkins died as a result of the .inci-
dent. 
Latimore to two concurrent six-month 
terms in an Orange County jail on two 
charges. Young got six months for third-
degree felony battery on a law enforce-
ment officer and six months for first-
degree misdemeanor resisting a law 
enforcement officer without violence. 
Young will serve both sentences at the 
same time. 
and c.hose to forgo a jury trial, State 
Attorney Wayne Wooten agreed not to 
make any specific sentence recomn:i.en-
dations to the court. 
"Certainly we would have liked to 
have seen the maximum sentencing, 
but we're going to r~spect the judge's 
decision," said John Park, president of 
the Central Florida Chapter of the Flori-
da Police Benevolent Association. 
''However, with respect to that, we need 
to respect the families too. The defen-
Michael John Young, 25, was sen-
tenced Friday by Circuit Judge Alicia L. 
Young could have received up to five 
years in prison and $5,000 in fines. 
Because he entered a plea of no contest 
c_/State of tfie 'llniversitN 
. ~ . . 
BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF President John Hitt addressed a crowd of 500 people Friday, layin~ out the next ten years at UCF. Hitt hinted at the possibility 
of bringing a new performing arts center to UCF in addition to the plann~d medical school and football stadium. 
WHERE DOWE· 
Pres. Hitt's speech 
· highlights gro~, . 
d~velopment of UCF 
CRYSTAL POTIS 
/ Contributing Writer 
'We continue to ~ge, and aloi:ig with 
this community we continue to grow," 
President Hitt said 
on· Friday, Hitt spoke to ·a crowd of 
about $00 during his State of the Universi-
ty address at the School of Film and Digital 
Media in Downtown Orlando. He. high-
lighted UCF's accomplishments in 2006 · 
and gave a summary of events to come in 
2007. -
UCF, ~e seventh-largest university in 
the nation, has the largest undergraduate 
enrollment in the state. Nearly 47,000 stu-
dents .were enrolled for the fall semester. 
The incoming freshman class had an aver-
age SAT score of 1201. · 
'We all know that it is not simply quan-
tity but quality that matters," Hitt said 
In 2005-2006, UCF, a national and world 
leader in areas such as hospitality manage-
ment and optics and lasers, attracted more 
than $100 million in research funding. The 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools also accredited the university last 
ye_ar, a process undergone every 10 years. 
THE HIGHLIGHTS · " ;· :· : ~(. " .·. 
'' , •"'.;,, 
• The average SAT score of incoming freshmen is 
1201, indicating both the quality and quantity of 
students. 
• Hitt made reference to the possibility of an on-
campus performing arts center in the future. 
• UCF is physically growing too. Capital projects that 
are on their way to completion include the new 
psychology building, the 45,000-seat on-campus 
stadium and the 10,000-seat convocation center. 
Hitt also said that the quality of a uni-
versity can be measured by the number of 
graduate students. Currently, the university 
is the 29th largest graduate school in the 
country, with more than 80,000 UCF alum-
ni residing in the local area 
"I'm very excited with what's going on 
with UCF," said local alumni Tamara 
Ahrens. Ahrens received her bachelor's 
degree in Marketing in 2005. 
UCF is welcoming a variety of new ven-
. tures in the upcoming years. 
The Psychology building, one· of UCF's 
newest additions, is opening this spring. 
The kick-off of the 45,000-seat on-campus 
Bright House Stadium is scheduled for this 
fall with UCF slated to play the University 
Of Texas. The 10,000-seat convocation cen-
ter, the centerpiece of an area including 
shops, restaurants and housing, is sched-
PLEASE SEE MEDICAL ON A6 
"I am convinced that this is just a beginning. Never 
forget that UCF sta.nds for oppor~unity." - PRESIDENT JOHN HITT 
dant got a year and this family has a life-
time of suffering because of the loss of 
· their only child; a husband. I think if 
anybody here got sentenced the most 
severely it would be Mario Jenkins and 
his family." 
Young's jail ·sentence will be fol-
lowed by two years of supervised pro-
bation which will include drug and 
alcohol evaluation and a letter of apolo-
PLEASE SEE JENKINS' ON A? 
History 
comes alive 
to the beat 
of a drum 
TYLER GILLESPIE 
Contributing Writer 
A chorus of African chants mixed 
with the banging of tin drums 
echoed throughout the Pegasus Ball-
room on Friday night as the African-
American Student Union presented 
Evolution of Dance. The event was a 
melodious history lesson performed 
by Kulu Mele, an African-American 
dance ensemble based out of 
·Philadelphia, Pa , 
The performance was part of the 
AASU's Black History Month agen-
da and was sponsored by SGA and 
MSC. 
By combining dance movements , 
from Nigeria, Ghana and Guinea 
with urban ·vernacular styles of hip-
hop and bop, Kulu Mele creatively 
educated the audience on the trans-
formation of dance. 
The performers moved to the 
quick rhythm of the drumming, flu-
idly transitioning from staccato 
steps to a smooth, graceful style. 
"People see trendy dance moves 
on television every day, so we want-
ed to bring a group that would show 
us where they originated," AASU 
President Kayla Lopes said. "It's 
good to reflect on the past and cele-
PLEASE SEE DANCE ON AB 
Tornadoes kill 
20, President 
Bush declares 
disaster-areas 
JIM ELLIS 
Associated Press 
LADY LAKE - President Bush 
designated four Central Florida 
counties as disaster areas Sunday, 
releasing millions of dollars in aid as 
residents began recovering from tor-
nados that ripped through the 
region, leaving at least 20 people 
.dead 
National Guard troops, neighbors 
and residents cleaned up in the rain 
Saturday, ptilling blue tarps over 
houses that still had walls. 
"It makes ·you sick to your stom-
ach for what we saw," David Pauli-
son, director of the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency, said 
after touring the area with Gov. 
Charlie Crist. - .. 
The victims from the second-
deadliest series of tornadoes in state 
history ranged from a 92-year-old 
man to 17-year-old Brittany May, 
killed by a falling tree that crushed · 
her bedroom. 
Forecasters said Saturday that at 
least three tornadoes, with winds 
possibly as high as 165 mph, hit 
PLEASE SEE RESIDENTS ON A? 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Long-distance relationship help 
The CoWlSeling Center will 
hold the next segment in its 
Self-Discovery Knights series 
with a program on long-dis-
tance relationships on Monday 
from 7 p.m . . to 8:30 p.m. in an 
WlSpecified room in the Student 
Union. 
Many college students are 
separated from those with 
whom they share a relationship 
or are considering entering a 
long-distance relationship. This 
program will help students deal 
with the unique demands of 
such relationships. 
The program will also 
address how to make the choice 
of entering into a long-distance 
relationship. 
For more information, con-
tact Andrew Blair at 407-823-
2811. 
Career Expo and Internship Fai~ 
· Career Services and Experi-
ential Learning will host their 
Spring Career Expo and Intern-
ship Fair on Tuesday from 1 p.m. 
to 4 p.m. in the Arena 
Students· will get a chance to 
meet employers recruiting stu-
dents, recent graduates and· 
those approaching graduation. 
Professional dress is 
required Men must wear suits, 
dress shirts, ties and socks. 
Women must wear a suit and 
blouse. 
Students are also encouraged 
to bring resumes with up-to-
date information. 
For more information, con-
tact Career Services & Experi-
ential Leaming at 407-823-2361. 
CAB Onema to host Borat showing 
The Campus Activities 
Board's Cinema committee will 
hold a showing of the movie 
Borat: Culturil Learnings of 
America for Make Benefit Glo- · 
rious Nation of Kazakhstan on 
Wednesday from 6 p.In. to 8 p.m. 
in the Cape Florida Room at the 
Student Union. 
The movie features comedi-
an Sacha Baron Cohen's charac-
ter of a Kazakh journalist unfa-
miliar with American customs. 
There will also be free pop-
corn to those that come to the 
showing. 
For more information, con-
tact Evi Christodoulou at 407-
823-6471. 
Mood improvement workshop 
The CoWlSeling Center will 
hold a workshop on how to · 
improve your mood on Thurs-
day from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 
the CoWlSeling Center, Building 
27. ' 
There will be activities 
aimed at improving your mood 
as well a5 strategies on how to 
feel happier and think more 
positively. 
Students must sign up in 
advance to participate. 
For more information, con-
tact Larry Marks at 407-823-2811. 
LET US KNOW 
The Future wants to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for· the Aiound Campus 
column, send a fax to 407- 447-
4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Friday for the 
Monday edition, 5 p.m Monday 
for the Wednesday edition, and 
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday 
edition. 
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2f{:. 1-fEAyY HITTERS SERI~s-. ~ LOCAL &STATE 
MATT MCKINLEY 
Contributing Writer 
Brittany Moscato wants to save the 
world one patient at a time. 
The first- step in her trip is a 1,000-
mile journey from her hometown of 
Mentor, Ohio, to UCR 
Ever since she heard about Doctors . 
Without Borders, a medical program 
that sends physicians to different coun-
tries throughout the world, she's 
dreamed of a job in international medi-
cine. 
Moscato, a junior double-major in 
molecular and microbiology and Span-
ish with a 3.96 GPA, is pursuing a joint 
degree in medicine and a master's 
degree in Public Health. Moscato is a 
member of the Pre-Professional Med-
ical Society at UCF and won Director of 
the Year for 2004-2005. She loves deal-
ing with student affairs and service, and 
hopes for part of her career to be non-
profit. 
The book Mountains Beyond Moun-
tains by Paul Farmer was a great inspi-
ration to Moscato. It centers on Farmer, 
tlie doctor who was instrumental in get-
ting tuberculosis medicine to the people 
of Haiti and founded an international 
' medical program called Partners in 
Health. Farmer, whom Moscato has 
decided to model her life after, also 
teaches 'peopfo in disadvantaged areas 
about health risks. 
"Not only did he bring modem med-
ical technology to these poor areas on 
such a low budget, but he also under-
stood the culture and people of the 
region," Moscato said · ' 
As a college student, Moscato 
• 
I 
\. 
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PHOTOS COURTESY BRITTANY MOSCATO 
Top: Brittany Moscato poses with her group for a photo 
in front of the house they helped rebuild as part cif the · 
2006 Alternative Spring Break. Above: Moscato with one 
of the grateful homeowners of the house they rebuilt. 
savored her first chance to travel and 
help needy people. She was the site 
leader for Alternative Spring Break 
2006, a week of aiding New Orleans 
families devastated by the aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina 
"It was one of the most exhilarating 
experiences of my life, driving the nine-
person van to New Orleans, navigating 
through the city and planning meals for 
the students," she said''We were pretty 
much on our own out there." 
The group spent their time gutting 
out a couple's home. Their objective 
was to tear everything down to deter-
mine whether' the site could be rebuilt 
upon. 
LOCAL WEATHER 
"We could tell the couple that had 
their lives flipped upside down and did 
not want to. go through ·all their 
destroyed belongings," she said 
Moscato hopes · this experience, 
which embodies the hands-on selfless-
ness of international medicine, will lead 
her to follow in the footsteps of Farmer. 
Moscato knows the life of an interna- . 
tional doctor won't be easy. She'll likely 
face disease, hard living conditions and 
war, but she's not deterred The strength 
she needs to pursue such a difficult 
career i$ in her blood-passed down by 
. her grandfather. 
"He never graduated from high 
school, grew up dirt poor and was out 
on the street peddling from ·the time he 
was six years old," Moscato said 
A classic rags-to-riches story, Mosca-
to's grandfather worked his way up-at· 
the rate of 120 hours a week-until he 
found himself at a boardroom table 
across from colleagues with master's 
degrees. 
"He got a piece of the American 
dream and showed me that if I really 
stick with what I believe in, I'll be able to 
accomplish it," said Moscato. 
Brittany's mom, Cindy Moscato, is a 
registered nurse and shares her love of 
service. Her top goal in life is to raise her 
children with a strong work' ethic that 
pushes them to fulfill their potential, she 
said 
On occasion she would tell Brittany, 
"People have different gifts, and it's how 
they use those gifts that defines them" 
The numerous humanitarian awards 
Farmer has received for his work in 
PLEASE SEE TRAVELING ON A6 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Recovery from Florida tornadoes 
pauses for service at site of church 
LADY LAKE - Tornado 
victims and their supporters 
turned out for Sunday service at 
a church that was demolished 
in the killer storms that waylaid 
central Florida, trying to stay 
optimistic about the long recov-
ery ahead 
The cleanup that began not 
long after Friday's destruction 
took a brief pause as the faithful 
and oth~rs gathered under 
bright sun and clear skies at 
what was the Lady Lake Church 
of God 
Its splintered remains have 
become a rallying point in this 
rural area hit hard by the three 
tornadoes that killed 20 people 
and destroyed hundreds of 
homes. 
A gospel choir sang and 
clapped on a makeshift stage 
where .the church's broken 
cross was propped up next to an 
American flag. 
"It's sad, because you know, 
you think, 'Next Sunday, I'm 
going to go to church, but it's 
not there any more.' But the 
building can be replaced. We 
still have the family of people:' 
said Joy Newton, 53, whose 
home in The Village~ retire-
ment community nearby had 
no damage. 
Gov. Charlie ciist, handling 
his first natural disaster since 
taking office last month, attend-
ed Sunday's service, having can-
celed planS to atten9, the Super 
Bowl on Sunday night in Miami 
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello 
said the league planned an 
observance for the victims dur-
ing pregame ceremonies. 
Thousands remember slain wife of 
sheriff killed by gunfire last week 
MARIANNA - Hundreds 
of Florida's law enforcement 
officers filled a local church to 
remember a sheriff's wife who 
was gunned down in her drive-
way. . 
Services were held Saturday 
at the Christian Center Church 
for 51-year-old Mellie 
McDaniel, the wife of Jackson 
County Sheriff John McDaniel 
She was fatally shot Tuesday by 
two men who had followed her 
home and were later killed in a 
shootout with her htlSband and 
other deputies . • · 
"She was a good friend and 
loyal to a fault," said Pastor Jack 
Hollis, who officiated at the 
memorial. "She was a good 
mother and a capable worker 
and was known most of all as an 
exceptional grandmother." 
Lionel Sands, 60, and Daniel 
Brown, 54, scoped out the 
McDaniel home and fatally shot 
Mellie McDaniel as she arrived 
home. 
They also killed Deputy 
Harold Michael Altman as he 
responded to her distress call, 
authorities said 
Today 
PARTLY CLOUDY 
~igh:65° Low:43° 
TODAY IN DETAIL 
Today: Partly cloudy, with periods of 
sunshine. north-northwest wind 
between 10 and 15 mph. 
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with cooler 
temperatures.Winds north-north-
west wind between 5 and 15 m1>h. 
0 
0 
Tuesday 
MOSTLY SUNNY 
,Wednesday 
MOSTLY SUNNY 
High:63° 
Low:38° 
High:66° 
Low:47° 
Auth,orities said Sands and 
Brown were carrying plastic 
restraints, bleach, vinegar 'and 
latex gloves, but they haven't 
speculated on their possible 
plan. 
The service lasted less than 
20 minutes and concluded with 
What a Wonderful World and 
My Way as mourners left the 
church. 
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ALLERGIES? 
B o ard Certified A llergist 
I .. ocated on i \ lafaya Trail 
1 mile south o f UCF 
· • Sad, Worthless or Guilty 
• Trouble Eating or Sleeping 
• No Motivation 
• Difficulty Concentrating 
• Feeling Downhearted or Blue 
KnightShoppers.co'!' ~Allergy & Asthma Center 
---------of East Orlando 
If you ore experiencing any of these symptoms, you m ight be 
interested in a medic al researc h study for adults who 
experience symptoms of depression, If you qualify, a ll study-
re lated care will be provided at no cost and you will be 
c ompensdted up to $400 for time and travel. As always, there 
is never on over night stay; and health Insurance Is not 
required. Enrollment is limited, so call today. 
In association with UCF, do your 
shopping with KnightShoppers.com 
and get the best deals and discounts 
. on hundreds of your favorite brands. 
and 
100's 
more 
Boyce A . II0~11.berger, :tvID, FAAAAI 
3151 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103 
Phone: 407-380-8700 
www.eas torlandoallergy. corn 
Additional location in Oviedo 
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UNDERG 
( SHOWCASE OF t t + 
ATE RESEARCH ExcE~LENCE J 
+· 
Celebrating undergraduate t~ and creativity across the cu~ricul 
UNIVERSllY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
2-5 p.m. Thursday, April 5, 2007 
Education Complex Gymna~ium 
Deadline for applications is Friday, February 23 
T~e Showcase of Undergraduate Research 
Excellence is a poster~format forum for UCF 
undergraduates to present curre.nt and 
recently completed research and creative 
projects to the entire university community . 
Undergraduates from all disciplines-from 
engineering to the life sciences, from 
visual arts to theatre-who a·re or have 
been engaged in significant research and 
creative projects are invited to apply to the 
2007 Showcase, to be held Thursday, April 5 in 
the Education Complex Gymnasium. Deadline for 
applications is 5 p.m. Friday, February 23, 2007. 
Scholarships will be awarded to the best Showcase projects. 
For more information regarding eligibility, the ·online 
application process, and selection criteria, please visit 
showcase.ucf.edu or call the Office of Undergraduate . 
Studies, 407·823·2373. 
. f 
~ S~owcase projects will 
~ be judged according to 
~ the following criteria: 
. 
: Clear focus or ·central question 
:· The presentation ·explicitly states 
; what the project accomplished 
: or will accomplish. There 
: is a clear controlfing idea, 
hypothesis, or objective. 
Sound methodology r 
Approach to the project 
knowledgeably conveys how the 
project is to be executed or what 
constitutes·"evidence" in the 
discioline and how it is obtained. 
: Clear presentation of results/ 
~ product/performance or 
: expected outcome 
: . Details about the project are 
~ presented in an organized, fresh, 
; and thoughtful manner. Mastery 
: of the subject is evident. The 
: project can be understood by 
: both someone knowledgeable 
: in the field and also by a 
~ reasonably informed non-
: specialist. 
Progress on project to date 
Project is complete or can be 
completed/n a reasonable 
· amount of time. 
Contribution to the field or 
discussion of potential impact 
There Js an explanation of 
the significance or use of the 
·project; of why the project was 
or is worth doing; or of what 
new knowledge, understanding, 
or insight will be or was Qained. 
?()()7 
UCF RESEARCH WEEK 
SOCIETY IN RESEARCH 
RESEARCH IN SOCIETY 
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HIGHER 
EDUCATION . 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Dropping enrollment at University 
of Idaho llurting economy 
MOSCOW, Idaho - Drop-
ping enrollment at the Univer-
sity of Idaho is hurting the 
area's economy, which in furn 
is making the school less 
attractive for students, an offi-
cial said 
Henry Robison, spokesman 
for Economic Mqdeling Spe-
cialists in this northern Idaho 
town, made that report Friday 
that was sponsored by the 
Greater Moscow Alliance. 
"If we lose 1,000 students, in 
the long run we can expect to 
lose about 800 jobs," Robison 
said, The Lewiston Tribune 
reported 
The university · has lost 
about 400 students since this 
time last year, with enrollment 
reported at 10,184. 
Robison said that about SS 
percent of jobs in Moscow are 
linked to the university, which 
combines a combination of 
jobs on the campus and other 
jobs created as a result of stu-
dent spending. 
He said the university town 
cannot afford to end up labeled 
as "a great place to live and 
learn, but you can't fmd a job." 
However, avoiding that 
label will require bringing in 
both employers that require 
advanced education and 
employers that hire less skilled 
workers, such as college stu-
dents. 
White said the business, city 
and county government, and 
the university need to build · 
partnerships to deal with the 
problem. 
Judge revokes arrangement that 
allowed molester to attend Penn 
DOYLESTOWN, Pa. - A 
judge on Friday revoked an 
arrangement that had allowed 
a convicted child molester to 
leave prison for up to 12 hours 
a day to work on his graduate 
economics degree at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. 
Calling the arrangement 
inappropriate, Bucks County 
Judge Theodore Fritsch barred 
Kurt E. Mitman from returning 
to the Ivy League campus; even 
if he wore an electronic moni-
toring device. 
Mitman, 2S, of McLean, Va, 
pleaded guilty last year to sex-
ually assaulting a 14-year-old 
boy he met during a summer 
program for gifted students. 
The victim's mother found 
out about the arrangement in 
December after looking at a 
Web site for registered sex 
offenders and finding a 
Philadelpliia address listed for 
Mitman. 
· Mitman's attorney, Richard 
·Fink, argued Friday that the 
arrangement was not much dif-
ferent from work release privi-
leges granted to other defen-
dants. 
Dakota university students may 
get to buy their reased computers ' 
PIERRE, S.D. - A bill that 
would allow some state univer- · 
sity students to buy the com-
puters they've been leasing 
from Dakota State University 
an~ the South Dakota School of 
Mines and Technology was 
endorsed Friday by the Hous_e 
Education Committee. 
Unless the . legislation 
becomes law, those computers 
will have to be sold by using 
state surplus property laws -
meaning more red tape, and 
students. may not get first shot 
at them. 
HB1241 would allow the 
computers to be sold through 
the campus bookstores in 
Madison and Rapid City once 
the leases are up. . 
DSU students have been 
required to pay a fee to use the 
tablet computers since 2004. 
The first leases on 96S comput-
ers used by DSU students are 
up at the end of this school 
year. 
The bill allowing the sale of 
those computers through uni-
versity bookstores was sent to 
the House floor on a unani-
mous vote. 
Stacy Krusemark, a DSU 
official, said the computers 
would probably be sold at mar-
ket value. 
Some are in better shape 
than others, he said 
"Keep in mind though, 
we're talking about a three-
year-old device that has no 
warranty and that has been 
carefully taken care of by a col-
lege student," Krusemark said 
I 
-ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines you may have missed 
. KHALID MOHAMMED I ASSOCIATED PRESS 
People walk past destroyed buildings in the obliterated Sadriyah outdoor market in a 
predominantly Shiite area of Baghdad, Iraq, Sunday, Feb. 4, 2007. 132 people were killed. 
' Suicide truck bomber kills 132, 
wounds 305 at Baghdad market 
BAGHDAD, Iraq 
Stunned Iraqis loaded coffms 
onto minivans and picked 
through the rubble of build-
ings · Sunday after a suicide 
truck bomber obliterated a 
Baghdad market in a mainly 
Shiite area, killing at least 132 
people in the deadliest single 
strike by a suicide bomber 
since the war started 
The explosion Saturday 
was the fifth major bombing 
in less than a month targeting 
predominantly Shiite districts 
in Baghdad and the southern 
Shiite city of Hillah. It also was 
the worst in the capital since a 
series of car bombs and mor-
tars killed at least 215 people in 
the Shiite district of Sadr City 
onNov.23. 
Hospital officials said 132 
people were killed and 305 
we;re wounded in the thun-
derous explosion that sent· a 
column of smoke into the sky 
on the east bank of the Tigris 
River. Heavily bandaged 
women, children and men 
filled hospital beds, while sev-
eral bloodied bodies were 
piled onto blankets on the 
floor of the morgue, which 
was filled to capacity. 
Italian soccer rocked by violence 
ROME - Months after a 
game-fixing scandal shook 
Italian socce~, the sport was 
rocked again when rioting by 
fans . left a police officer dead 
and scores of people injured 
The mayhem, during a 
game between Sicilian teams 
Catania and Palermo, prompt-
ed soccer officials to suspend 
this weekend's matches the 
first time that has happened in 
more than a decade. 
Italian Premier Romano 
Prodi promised drastic meas-
ures and a "radical change." 
"People must understand 
that there must be a turning 
point;' he said "We can't keep 
risking the lives of law police 
officers." · 
The rioting outside Cata-
nia's Angelo Massimino stadi-
um started during the second 
hal£ Police fired tear gas that 
wafted into the stadium and 
forced a delay. 
Police detained 22 fans, 
including nine minors, and 
sealed off the stadium, reports 
said. None was suspected of 
killing the officer. 
The officer, 38-year-old 
Chief Inspector Filippo Raciti, 
died after an explosive device 
was thrown into his vehicle, 
police said 
Violence is not new to this 
soccer-crazed country. Fans 
h~ve been .caught throwing 
flares, coins or other objects 
that sometimes hit players or 
referees. 
Biden tells Demoaats he 
regrets Obama remarks 
WASIBNGTON - Sen. 
Joe Biden, D-DeL, tried Satur-
day to stem the damage from 
the bofched launch of his 
presidential campaign as 
underdog candidates in the 
Democratic field· looked to 
gain momentum from the 
party faithful. 
Biden got right to the mat-
ter that has threatened his 
candidacy before it even gets 
off the ground The Delaware · 
senator spent his first day as 
an official candidate Wednes-
day explaining his statement 
that Obama is ''the first main-
stream African-American 
who is articulate and bright 
and clean," reusing questions 
about how he viewed other 
blacks candidates. 
"So, how was'your week?" 
Biden said as he took the podi-
um at the DNC's winter meet-
ing. He broke into a wide 
smile and then a chuckle as 
audience members laughed. 
Then he turned serious. 
"I want to say that I truly 
regret that the words I spoke 
offended people that I admire 
very much," Biden said. He 
said he was grateful for the 
chance to be judged by his 
story and to be heard in the 
presidential race. . 
Biden also appeared to be 
trying to clean up his reputa-
tion for being longwinded, 
speaking for only seven min-
utes, five less than the other· 
speakers. · 
States take action to oppose 
national driver's license 
WASHINGTON A 
revolt against a national dri-
ver's license, begun in Maine 
last month, is quickly spread-
ing to other states. . 
The Maine Legislature on 
Jan. 26 overwhelmingly 
passed a resolution objecting 
to the Real ID Act of 2005. The 
federal law sets a national 
standard for driver's licenses 
and requires states to link 
their record-keeping systems 
to national databases. 
Within a week of Maine's 
action, lawmakers in Georgia, 
Wyoming, Montana, New 
Mexico, Vermont and Wash-
ington state also balked at 
Real ID. They are expected 
soon to pass laws or adopt res-
olutions declining to partici-
pate in the federal identifica-
tion network. 
"It's the whole privacy 
thing," said Matt Sundeen, a 
transportation analyst for the 
National Conference of State 
Legislatµres. ·~ lot of legisla-
tors are concerned about pri-
vacy issues and the cost. It's an 
estimated $ll billion imple-
mentation cost." 
The law's supporters say it 
is needed to prevent terrorists 
and illegal immigrants from 
getting fake identification 
cards. 
States will have to comply 
by May 2008. If they do not, 
driver's licenses that fall short 
of Real ID's standards cannot 
be used to board an airplane 
or enter a federal building or 
open some bank accounts. 
About a dozen states have 
active legislation against Real 
ID: Arizona, Georgia, Hawaii, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, 
New Hampshire, Oklahoma, 
Utah and Wyoming. 
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"top 50 best places to Jauch a career'' 
-Business Week 2006 Rankings 
WED, FEB 7 
UCF Arena Spring Career Fair ~OA·3PM 
(. 
The International S~rvices Center invites the UCF 
community, faculty, staff, and students to attend our 
events. · 
,,..,-
#,....., All of the following will take p!ace in t~e Barbara Ying Center: 
/ 
Language Tables 
Tuesdays, February 6 & 29r 4:oop.m. - 5:00 p.m. ' . 
The purpose of this prog~am is to explore other cultures through 
exposure to foreign l~nguages . Multiple languages are offered to 
allow for an t?XCit~nffopportunity to interact with people from around 
the world. / · 
// ' 
di/ . ? Cross-..cultutal Awareness Series 
f..1,ondays, February 12, 19 & 26, 3:45p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
This series addresses the academic, pUltural and psychological · 
issues that international students m_ight face in a new cu!t~ral and 
academic environment, The serie~is facilitated by the UCF 
ounseling Center and focuses16n a different topic each week. 
\ / , 
bal Coffee Hour \/ / ?~ . < / 
Tue , ays, February 1;r'&\?7 •. ,4:00p.m.:. 5:00/jJ.m. 
Info I conversationyire h,e{d on c~r;rent topJc~;and news from 
~round. he world to promote global understano.ir'g and a sense of 
mternat1 al comny:f nity on camRus. ,. " . 1 . 
Coffee an snack-S are·provided. ' w" f 1- \ ,,, I 
\ . 
\ 
\ ·~! 
UNIVERSITY'OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES CENTER 
\ . 
pre-meds: 
do you.have 
al18? 
"If you have built castles 
in the air, your work need 
not be lost; that is where 
they should be. Now put 
foundations under them." 
Henry David Thoreau 
The University Wri~ing eenter 
Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundations. 
407.823.2197 www.uwc.ucf.edu 
(euttaf '1ntiba :Jufuft · February 5, 2007 
&HARRY P. GARDENS 
. VALENTINE'S CONCERT 
vHf:c/ia,et vrfRLfret:o- &> ,Ju~t:.q9e,.fiead 
Wednesday, February 14 
7:00 - 10:00 pm 
Treat your sweet to a romantic c.oncen in a beamifol garden. 
Dinner picniC baskets and seating recommended. Tickets on sale now. 
Tickets $25.00 plus tax Gen~ralAdplission; $20 plus tax Garden Member. 
Tickets are nonrefundable and nontransferable to other garden activities. 
LUNAFEST 
· : lflo~1;J,lt-ic u-HOot-e .. ~/ 
. t • ' ~ 
First Fridays of evecy.Jnonth from April - September 
Gardens open at 6:00 pm • Movie time 8:30 pm 
Weather Permitting 
A romantic m~wie in a beautiful garden. Bring a dinner picnic basket 
& blanket or chairs. Popcorn, sandwiches and drinks for sale. 
Tickets: $5 plus tax adult, $1 plus tax child (K-12th grade), Free for Garden Members. 
Visit leugardens.org for a list of upcoming movies. 
&&f3 
1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando 
407 .246.2620 • www.leugarde~s.org 
.{)TY OF (}Iu.ANoo 
Gambling often starts out as fun - a bet 
among friends. But, some people find itr hard 
to stop gambling, even when the fun is over. 
Most people can gamble with no problem, but 
others have serious financial, emeotional, 
physical, and sometimes legal consequences. 
If you or someone you know has a gambling 
problem, contact the Florida Council on Com-
pulsive Gambling: 
888 - ADMIT - IT 
. Completely Confidential 
I 
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• • 
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-
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Multi-term 
registration, 
$500fee 
hot topics 
FROM Al 
mended that the system should be 
done away with altogether. 
"We will continue the program 
for certain students,'' Hickey said 
Students who have a cumulative 
GPA of3.5 or higher and members of 
certain on-campus organizations, 
such as the Burnett Honors College, 
will continue to have access to mul-
tiple-term registration. The new 
guidelines for multiple-term regis-
tration will begin spring term 2008, 
meaning students can still register 
for the summer and fall terms begin-
ning in March. 
Mortellaro also brought up the 
topic of the Florida Academic 
Enhancement Program. The Flori-
da Academic Enhancement Pro-
gram is a program proposed by the 
University of Florida to add a $500 
fee to the tuition of incoming fresh-
men and transfer students, begin-
ning in fall 2007. 
The money would be used to pay 
for added faculty and advisers but 
would not be covered by the Florida 
Bright Futures Scholarship Program 
or the Florida Prepaid College Plan. 
''We would support it as long as it 
would apply only to UF,'' Hitt said. 
"If it works we may support it for 
UCF." 
· Mortellaro told the panel that the 
SGA Senate unanimously passed a 
resolution opposing the Florida 
Academic Enhancement Program, 
and that he was very displeased 
with the UCF administration seem-
ing to support the bill 
"We [SGA Senate] passed the 
resolution unanimously saying that 
the Senate doesn't want this ... but he 
[President Hitt] seems . very 
adamant about doing it,'' Mortellaro 
said after the forum. 
The first speaker of the forum 
was Patrick Decarlo, a SGA senator 
and a member of SDS. DeCarlo 
addressed the panel about allega-
tions of police intimidation toward 
SDS. Decarlo named several inci-
dents in which he felt the SDS was 
treated unfairly by UCF police. 
The panel allowed Decarlo to 
speak uninterrupted but was quick 
to defend UCFPD. 
"SDS has become a high-profile 
organization,'' Vice President 
William Merck said. "But there's 
been a lack of understanding about 
what you're trying to accomplish." 
After a brief exchange between 
Decarlo and the panel, Decarlo 
thanked the panel for their time and 
left the room. 
"This forum was one of the 
tamest I've ever been to," Mortellaro 
said "The administration was some-
what laid back, and the students are 
usually much more aggressive." 
No future date is planned for the 
next open forum; however the next 
Board of 'Ihtstees meeting is sched-
uled for March 22. 
Medical school to 
help community . 
FROM Al 
uled to open around the 
same time as the stadium. 
"Now, back to the 
future, and let me invite 
you to stretch your imagi-
nation just a bit further 
and envision another addi-
. tion to our campus - a 
performing arts center -
a center that would pro-
vide strong support to our 
excellent music and the-
ater programs while offer-
ing the community a rich 
cultural resource," Hitt 
said ''Nice idea, don't you 
think?" 
On the horizon is the 
College of Medicine and 
surrounding biomedical 
cluster at Lake Nona, 
which will start taking 
shape this year, Hitt said 
Plans are already 
underway for the college 
with classes scheduled to 
begin in fall 2009. 
Dean of the College of 
Medicine, Deborah Ger-
man said, "This is one of 
the most exciting possibil-
ities for the community. I 
hope that this medical col-
lege [allows] this commu-
nity to advance in several 
areas. [These areas are] an 
increased supply of physi-
cians, an increase in bio 
sciences and bio technolo-
gy, which will strengthen 
the economic base and a 
strong outreach to the 
community for health edu-
cation." 
Within 10 years the 
cluster of medical facili-
ties, including the College 
of Nursing and the Burnett 
College of Biomedical Sci-
ences, will bring in an esti-
mated $6.4 billion in annu-
al economic activity and 
approximately 26,000 
· jobs. 
Dan Gruhn, the market 
leader for Solantic Walk-In 
Clinic, said he thinks the 
building of the medical 
school will be a fantastic 
growth opportunity to 
provide jobs. The walk-in 
urgent care company was 
a silver sponsor of the 
address. 
UCF continues to grow 
and expand securing 
future successes along the 
way. . 
UCF is "still a very 
young university," Hitt 
·noted, "clearly there are 
exciting opportunities and 
possibilities ahead" 
"I am convinced that 
this is just a beginning," 
Hitt said. "Never forget 
that UCF stands for 
opportunity." 
Traveling the world to 
heal those in dire need 
FROM A2 
Haiti is a perfect example, 
Moscato said. "I can only 
hope my work parallels 
that of his." 
But her family's sup-
port of Moscato's gift-a 
love of helping misfortu-
nate people worldwide-
doesn't come without a bit 
of anxiety. 
"They don't want me 
going somewhere in the 
world that's really danger-
ous and not being smart 
about it," Moscato said. 
"They remind me to stay 
safe every time I leave 
home." 
Moscato has just start-
ed a Florida Hospital Clin-
ical Shadowing internship, 
where she will spend sjx 
hours a week shadowing 
resident doctors specializ-
ing in family medicine. 
"I'm very excited 
because they'll have break-
out sessions at lunch 
where the residents will go 
over current ethical situa-
tions and upcoming tech-
nology which will keep me 
up to date on medicine," 
Moscato said 
Moscato is already 
searching for possible 
medical schools after 
graduation. Right now, her 
first option is Case West-
ern Reserve University in 
Cleveland 
''At the tirr).e when Dr. 
Farmer studied at Har-
vard, Case was the only 
other school that had the· 
same type ·of international 
medicine program that he 
studied,'' she said. "I've 
heard that they require 
you to read his book, and 
he usually comes to speak 
at graduation;· so that 
would be a memorable 
experience to look for-
ward to." 
Moscato's dream job is 
to eventually become an 
adviser to the World 
Health Organization and 
work in international poli-
cy review. 
"I want to be smart 
about what I do when. the 
time comes, and help the 
greatest amount of people 
with my knowledge of 
medicine instead of blind-
ly going out to try to save 
the world and making mis-
takes," Moscato said 
Sick? Hurt? 
We,re open every day. 
Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime, requiring a 
doctor's care right away. Solantic is open every day of the 
year, providing prompt, professional and friendly medical 
attention. 
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries 
• Onsi~e X-rays, lab tests and immunizations 
• Physicals for school, sports or work 
Come see u,s for- the care you need to feel better now. 
f:i !f!!~~J!~ 
Great care. Fast and fair. 
EVER BEEN ARRESTED: 
WAS THE CHARGE(S) DROPPED OR DISMISSED? 
IF SO, YOU MAY BE ABLE TO EXPUNGE SUCH RECORDS 
Call ( 407) 210--6588 
Graduating? 
Applying to College? 
New Job? 
Applying to Graduate School? 
Looking to Rent? 
Promotion? 
Did you know that even though the charges may have been dropped or dismissed the records 
remain open for public view at the law enforcement agency, the courthouse, and are reflected 
on criminal history records or "rap sheets" generated by 
www.HetzandJones.com 
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement? 
HETZ & JONES, LLC 
James T. Hetz, Esq. 
Former State Expungement Attorney 
Email: HetzLaw@yahoo.com Office-Orlando 
"The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely on advertising. Before you decide, 
ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience." . 
Pi Beta Phi 
Wednesday, February 7th 
Pegasus Ballroom 
Doors Open at 7 
"Applied Learning" 
We could tell you all about our graduate business programs, 
but we prefer to let our students do the talking. 
"I have had the opportunity to pursue an MBA while being involved with Delta Sigma Pi, 
ROTC, the Leadership Coaching Program, and NSHMBA. While in ROTC, I was granted a 
summer internship at the Pentagon. As a member of Delta Sigma Pi, I was one of eight 
brothers selected to represent their universities at LeaderShape, a national leadership 
seminar. My Leadership Coach and I discussed career goals, 
tips for interviewing for executive-level positions, and 
other important considerations. I believe the University 
of Tampa provides valuable applied learning methods 
to supplement classroom instruction. " 
Dennis G. Vera, MBA '06 
Management Concentration 
Account-Manager, Capital One Auto Finance 
MBA/MS Business Programs 
Into Session 
Thurs., Feb 8, 5:30 - 7 p.m. 
Vaughn Center Board Room 9th Floor 
Graduate Business Progra~ 
~ MBA: Part-time, Full-time and Saturday 
~ MS in Accounting 
~ MS in Finance 
~ MS in Innovation Management 
~ MS in Marketing 
~Accredited by AACSB International 
John H. Syke~ College of Business • 401 W. Kennedy ~lvd. •Tampa, FL 33606-1490 
\ 
JOHN H. SYKES 
COLLEGE 
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Jenkins' father disappointed 
FROM Al 
gy to Jenkins' family, specifi-
cally to Jenkins' parents and 
wife. Young will also be 
required to complete 100 
hours of community service 
for a law enforcement agency 
during his first year of proba-
tion. 
During his sentencing 
hearing on Oct. 3, 2006, Young 
. said he was trying very hard to 
get beyond the incident after 
also suffering from gunshot 
wounds, and that if he had to 
do it all over again he would 
not have gotten involved. 
"I also understand that I 
have to take responsibility no 
matter what my motives were 
at the time," Young said. "I 
want to say publicly that I am 
very sorry that Officer Jenkins 
was killed. I know that could 
easily have been me as well." 
Defense attorney Diana 
Tennis was optimistic that 
Young would receive a light 
sentence. During the sentenc-
ing hearing, she argued that 
because Young chose to take 
the position of forgoing a trial 
by jury that it saved time, pos-
sibly hundreds of thousands 
of taxpayer dollars and an 
emotional toll on the commu-
nity. She requested a seven-
day hiatus before Young 
would begin serving his time 
in jail, but Latimore denied it. 
· Cpl. James Roop of the 
UCF Police Department made 
a statement on behalf of Frank 
Jenkins, the slain officer's 
father, stating that he was dis-
appointed· in how the case 
turned out. 
"He was so disappointed in 
what the defense attorney said 
about putting a monetary 
value on his son's life because 
you can never put a value on 
anyone's life,'' Roop said. "The 
seven-day hiatus that she was 
requesting, he was glad that 
that was put to a halt." 
On Sept. 24, 2005, Jenkins 
was working undercover in an 
effort to . find underage 
drinkers at the Citrus Bowl. 
Jenkins got into an altercation 
while dealing with rowdy tail-
gaters, which is when Young 
grabbed Jenkins. 
Jenkins subsequently 
pulled out his weapon and 
fired several shots in the air. 
Orlando Police Officer Dennis 
Smith responded to the scene 
and shot Jenkins, who was 
wearing plainclothes. Young 
was also shot in the stomach. 
"I'm sure Michael Young 
never thought when he inter-
jected [himself] in the situa-
tion that he was going to get 
shot, and he never thought 
that Mario Jenkins was going . 
t• die, but those were conse-
quences greatly influenced by 
his choices," Wooten said. · "I 
would really hope that people 
would walk away from this 
thinking 'you know what, I 
should think about what I'd do 
in these situations."' 
Residents pull together after storm 
FROM Al 
between 3 am. and 4 am. Fri-
day, when few people were 
awake to hear tornado warn-
ings on radio and Tv. . · 
The cleanup task was 
daunting Saturday as showers 
soaked roofless homes and 
piles of twisted aluminum sid-
ing, bricks, belongings, tree 
limbs and lumber. Power lines 
were down, and traffic signals 
out in many areas. 
· Neighbors helped Sherry 
Reeves, 48, sort through her 
belongings and patch a big 
hole in her roof. Reeves 'was 
amazed tl_lat her home wasn't 
leveled like hundreds of others 
in this area about 50 miles 
north of Orlando. 
"The Good Lord slipped 
and missed, or luck of the 
draw," she said. 
The governor, handling the 
first natural disaster since he 
took office, said some stricken 
areas looked like "the surface 
of the moon." Crist canceled 
plans to attend Sunday's Super 
Bowl in Miami to stay in cen-
tral Florida 
Crist praised the residents 
and charitable groups who 
pitched in to help clean up. 
Neighboring Marion County 
sent a · group of low-risk 
inmates, dressed in green-and-
white striped jail clothes. Some 
religious groups served food to 
rescue workers and victims, 
while about 40 National Guard 
members distributed blankets, 
food and water. 
"This is not just govern-
ment. This is people helping 
people and doing what's right," 
Crist said at a news conference 
with Paulison, U.S. Sens. Bill 
Nelson and Mel Martinez and 
other officials. 
Paulison said his agency, 
criticized for inadequate 
response to Hurricane Katrina 
and other disasters, had hous-
ing trailers, water trucks and 
other aid already on the way. 
Bush's disaster declaration for 
Lake, Sumter, Seminole and 
Volusia counties also frees . up 
loans and other assistance to 
individuals. 
At least eight trailers with 
emergency supplies had 
arrived in the Orlando area 
Saturday afternoon, and more 
were to· follow, said agency 
spokeswoman Alexandra Kirin 
late Saturday. 
Tate Tapscott, 38, who lives 
in an area called Cooter Lake, 
went looking for neighbors 
after the storm and found a 
father and son dead, buried 
under debris. 
"He was still holding on to 
his son," Tapscott said. 
Lake County Sheriff Gary 
Borders said Saturday he did 
not expect to find any more 
victims. "We think that every-
one is accounted for," Borders 
said . 
I 
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Every week, over 3,000 used vehicles are sold in Orlando. 
If you' re car shopping, be the firstto get the listings w ith 
Cars.com Magazine. 
Cars.com Magazine offers the most up-to-date listings in 
Central Florida, giving you the advantage over other car. 
shoppers every week. With compJete auto informat ion 
every Thursday, Cars.com Magazine is your one stop for 
car buying and selling. 
Check Cars.com Magazine every week for vehicle 
listings or go to OrlandoSentinel.com/cars. 
.Orlando Sentinel 
Orlando Sentinel. Your best source for cars. 
AB www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com 
Dance event has rhythm 
FROM Al 
brate how far we have come." 
The audience was com-
posed of mostly UCF students, 
but children from the Pine 
Hills Boys and Girls Club were 
• also present. The group was 
informed of the event by mem-
bers of its staff who attend 
UCF. 
'We thought it was a great 
event to bring the kids to for 
Black History month," Laura 
Saint Fleur, director of the Pine 
Hills Boys and Girls Club, said. 
"They were able to see the con-
nection between African dance 
and the dancing of today." 
Kulu Mele has been around 
for more than 30 years and has · 
showcased their talents all over 
the world, including such 
places as Africa, Cuba and 
Canada. Their mission is to 
present African-American cul-
tures and traditions through 
the medium of dance and aes-
thetics. 
Throughout the evening, 
the female dancers made sev~ 
eral costume changes. Vibrant 
yellows and subtle earth tones 
enhanced the visual experi-
ence of the night. All of the cos-
tumes worn by the performers 
were authentic African dress. 
"Dance is a way of life in 
Africa," the artistic director of 
Kulu Meler Dorothy Wilkie, 
told the crowd. ·~cans play 
music for all types of occa-
sions, from birth to death." 
-One such dance was a 
Guinea tradition that celebrat-
ed' a wedding through a series 
of flirtatious moves and har-
monious chanting. . -
"The whole night really . 
grabbed my attention," Donna 
Harris, 21, communications sci-
ences major, said. "I had never 
seen anything like it - it made 
me want to join a dance group." 
Although the turnout was 
not quite as large as the AA.SU 
had hoped, the relatively small 
crowd made the experience 
more intimate and allowed for 
audience interaction. 
"It ended up being a good 
thing, we could do more," 
Lopes said. 
Balfway through the exhi-
bition, Willde took the micro-
. Top: Audience members also got involved at Friday's dance event. Above: The Kulu Mele dance 
team used a convergence of dance styles to teach students about the history of dance. 
UPCOMING EVENT 
The theme of this year's Black 
History Month is "Black is 
Golden." 
BHM speaker, today, 6 p.m. 
A guest speaker will discuss 
the differen~es between 
African-Americans and 
Afro-Caribbeans. 
phone and asked the audience 
if they would like to learn how 
to dance. · 
''All you have to do is know 
your right from left and be able 
to count to four," she explained. 
Participants joined in at the 
front of the stage and were· 
taught a few traditional African 
dance steps that were orches-
trated by breaks - a beat that 
informs the dancer when to 
start, change and stop. 
The crowd enthusiastically 
learned the dance steps, giving 
the quartet of drummers a new 
challenge. 
"I really liked coming to 
UCF," Baba Robert Crowder, 
founder and director/drummer 
of Kulu Mele, said. "The crowd 
and energy here was great." 
Kulu Mele has two male 
dancers who have each been 
· apart of the group for ten years. 
The tandem performed hip-
hop techniques that merged · 
the past with the present. Their 
perfectly synchronized moves 
brought the crowd to its feet. 
"It's cool to be a part of his-
tory;• said "Wook", 21, one-half 
of the Kulu Mele male duo, 
who only wanted to be identi-
fied by his stage name. "The 
lights, stage and audience real-
ly keeps me going." 
The night ended with prizes 
for the winner of a dance con-
test and · those that could 
answer questions regarding the 
history of urban dancing. 
On February 10 there will be 
a community service opportu-
nity with the National Council 
of Negro Women. A carpool 
for the event will meet at 7:30 
a.m in the Visual Arts Building 
parking lot. 
PHOTOS BY AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Above and le~: Members of the Kulu Mele 
dance team performed Friday in the Student . 
Union. 
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Knights bring 
the Payne after 
Memphis loss 
CHRIS HOYLER 
Senior Staff Writer 
Forward Lavell Payne played his _ 
best game as a Golden Knight, scoringv· · 
20 points on 8-of-16 shooting and grab-
bing 10 rebounds, sparking UCF to a "d 
63-53 win over Tulsa in front of 2,419 at 
the UCF Arena on Saturday night. vy 
The Knights, who were soundly..,· 
defeated at home by No. 11 Memphis· ] 
on Wednesday, came out strong earlY, ~ 
jumping out to a 11-5 lead on the back of 
forwards Payne and Josh Peppers and r 
center Kenrick Zondervan. It was the ~ J 
beginning of a trend for the night as the 
Knights outscored the Golden Hurri- : 
cane 28-14 in the paint J 
"Well, we take what the defense " 
gives us," -l 
UCF coach 
Kirk Speraw 
said. "Lavell 
was able to 
get open on 
the interior 
and was able 
to do a lot of 
damage, 
especially in 
the first half." 
In addi-
tion to 
Payne's 
career night, 
Zondervan 
added six 
points and 
Peppers 
added nine, 
though he 
struggled 
QUICK TAKE 
House of Payne: 
Forward Lavell Payne d 
scored 20 points and · ' 
grabbed 10 rebounds to • : 
lead the Knights in both' __; 
~ategories. 
Joyous Noel: ~. 
Junior Dave Noel scored 
11 points, on 3-for-4 
shooting, and recorded 
five assists and five 
rebounds. 
. 
......... 
shooting going just 3-for-8, including 1-:.ti 
for-4 from 3-point range. u:Ll 
Payne, on the other hand, continued_,.J 
to improve his outside s_hooting, hit~71 
ting one of his two 3-point attempt~fa 
and showing more confidence in step-
ping beyond the paint. ·r~J 
"I'm trying to work on my shot andi i'3 
give myself confidence because I know 1G 
I can make it," Payne said. "Once I , D 
shoot it, I know it is going in. I just have 
to give myself that." ~ .... 
Speraw said, "If we can get Lavell ~ 
Payne to play like that, consistently, " 
then we can be a very good basketball-::1; 
team. He's getting better. He's had .J 
some games offensively that have 
helped out, and we need that to coun- r 
teract what we do on the perimeter. _ 
We need that inside presence and • 
Lavell is doing a great job right now." 
The Golden Hurricane, on the 
. other hand, could not find their shoot-
ing stroke. They shot a season-low 30 ~ 
percent from the field, making just J 
. BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior forward Josh Peppers goes up for a shot in the Knights' 87-65 loss to Memphis on Wednesday. Peppers had nine points, three rebounds and two assists in 21 minutes of play Saturday night in the Knights' 63-53 win over Tulsa. PLEASE SEE PAYNE ON AlO 
Track and Field fares 
well at NY Invitational 
WOODY WOMMACK 
Staff Writer 
The UCF Women's Track 
and Field team continued their 
indoor season over the week-
end with a strong showing at 
the New Balance Invitational in 
New York. 
The Invitational marked a 
homecoming of sorts for five 
Golden Knights, who returned 
to their home state of New York 
for the competition. 
Marking her return to the 
Empire State with a school 
record was senior Karen Kozub, 
who ran the 1,000 meters in a 
time of 2:5637, which was good 
for seventh overall in the event. 
Kozub also ran a season's best 
5:14.04 in the mile. 
Kozub wouldn't be the only 
Knight to set a record over the 
weekend. Distance runner 
QUICK TAKE 
Record Breakers: 
Senior Karen Kozub and freshman Jenny 
Clausen both set school records over the 
weekend. Kozub set a UCF record by 
running the 1,000 meters in a time of 
2:56.27. Her time was good enough for 
. seventh overall. Clausen set a freshman 
record in the 5,000 meters with a time of 
17:29.55, good enough for second overall. 
Jenny Clausen set a freshman 
record in the 5,000 meters with 
a time of 17:29.55, which was 
good enough for second overall 
in the event. For Clausen it was 
the second straight week in 
which she set a UCF freshman 
record. Just last weekend she 
set the freshman mark in the 
3,000 meters with a time of 
10:15.54. 
PLEASE SEE TWO ON A 10 
FIU s 1U~F3 
UCF falls 5-3 to FIU in season opener 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
he UCF Baseball team opened their 
season on a drizzly, damp and dreary Satur-
day afternoon at Jay Bergman Field. The 
Knights were unable to brighten their day 
as they lost to Florida International. 5-3. 
The Golden Panthers broke the game 
open in the sixth inning with a two-out, 
three-run triple by junior second baseman 
Corey Lozano. · 
With the score tied at one, the Panthers 
began the sixth with back-to-back singles 
from senior third basemen Bryan Pullin 
and junior left fielder James Mcowen. 
After a sacrifice bunt moved the runners up 
a base, Knights' sophomore starting pitcher 
Kyle Sweat was relieved by sophomore 
Mitch Herold 
"The bullpen came in a situation where 
that's a closer situation in the seventh 
inning," UCF coach Jay Bergman said. 
"[Herold] has got to shut it down" 
Unfortunately for the Knights, Herold 
did not do that, w:ilking the first man he 
BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU 
Junior pitcher Jaager Good throws a pitch in Saturday's 5-3 loss to FIU. Good gave up one run off one hit in 2.2 inning~ of work.• 
faced to load the bases. Junior first baseman 
Ryan Mollica struck out on a high fastball, 
but Lozano was next to bat. 
He drilled a pitch to center field that sent 
junior outfielder Tyson Auer racing back in 
pursuit. As Auer dove, the ball glanced off 
the top of his glove and rolled to the 
allowing all three runners to score. 
"[Auer] just got a poor jump on the ball?' 
Bergman said "I didn't think that ball 
AlO www.Centralfloridafuture.com rebiddlY9,26J/ 1 diifl&iJldi& Jdidil 
SMU 73 I UCF 47 
Woinen drop fourth straight in loss to Mustangs 
NATHAN CURTIS 
Staff Writer 
SMU dropped the UCF 
Women's Basketball team 73-
47 on Thursday to finish off 
the three-game road trip for · 
the team. 
The loss was the ·Golden 
'Knights' sixth straight on the 
road and fourth straight over-
all. 
During the road trip, UCF 
(6-16 overall, 1-8 Conference 
USA) averaged only 50 points 
a game while . giving up an 
average of 76 points. That's 
even worse than their season 
average in conference games 
of scoring 56 points per game 
and giving up only 63. 
Thursday's game was the 
first game on the road trip that 
UCF had a player in double-
digit scoring. In this one, they 
had two. 
Francine Houston and 
Keunta Miles had 11 and 10 
points respectively to lead the 
Knights. Unfortunately, it was 
their inconsistencies that have 
plagued them for most of the 
·season that eventually cost 
them this game. 
UCF had 26 turnovers while 
the Mustangs had 18. Those 
turnovers led to 19 points for 
the Mustangs. Those points, 
coupled with a better produc-
tion from off the bench (32 
points to UCF's 20) and deadly 
accuracy from the free-throw 
line gave SMU tl:ie victory. The 
Mustangs went 19-for-19 from 
the line while the Knights 
went 5-for-15. 
In fact, SMU has the best 
free-throw shooters in the C-
USA, shooting 77.4 percent 
from the line. 
The poor performance at 
the line wasn't the only prob-
lem that UCF had shooting the 
ball. The anemic UCF offense 
reared its ugly head once again 
on Thursday and put up game 
numbers that most of their 
opponents this season have 
had in the first half. SMU was 
no exception. 
The Mustangs (12-9 overall, 
4-5 C-USA) didn't really have a 
high field goal percentage. 
Payne drains Hurricane 
FROM A9 
seven and eight shots on 25 
attempts in each half, respec-
tively. 
, · • UCF's defense had a big 
· hand in that, forcing 13 
turnovers while collecting six 
steals and six blocks. 
"I thought that was a good 
effort for our guys defensively," 
Speraw said ''We knew coming 
in this was going to be a tough, 
hard-nosed possession-by-pos-
session game. We were able to 
defend well, and we knew 
they'd be able to come back at 
us and they did" 
'Tulsa did bounce back after 
being down as much as 14 with 
4:33 remaining in the first half. 
- Riding .the wave of a UCF cold 
streak that saw them go 9:59 
between field goals, Tulsa tied 
_ the game at 44 after a 3-poiriter 
by forward Charles Ramsdell, 
who was wide opeh at the top 
( of the arc. 
Prior to that, Tulsa cut the 
UCF lead on back to back 3-
pointers by Rod Earls and Ray 
Reese. Of their 50 shots, 23 
were 3-pointers, with Ramsdell, 
Earls and Reese combining to 
. shoot 7-for-17 from beyond the 
arc. 
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior forward Lavell Payne attempts a shot against Memphis in Wednesday's 87-65 loss. In 
Saturday's win over Tulsa, Payne led the Knights in points, with 20,and rebounds, with 10. 
, .... While the Knights again 
blew a second-half lead, they · 
71 did not trail at any time in the 
·1 second half and were able to 
·1, close out the game in the final 
1...,µiinutes with some impressive 
clock management and strong 
• defense. 
With UCF up 53-50, Peppers 
: cut to the basket and found 
himself wide open underneath. 
. Jfe received the pass from 
..:i!1Payne and went for a monster 
u . .hlunk, but the ball hit off the 
back of the rim and bounced 
r~·E:mt. Peppers grabbed his own 
t! rebound and went back up 
t- hard, making the short shot and 
drawing a foul on Ramsdell. 
The ensuing free throw was 
good and UCF was up six. 
After two free throws by 
Ramsdell, UCF had possession 
with 2:03 remaining. They once 
again milked the shot clock to 
the final seconds, and with five 
seconds remaining Payne had 
the ball in his hands with his 
back to the basket and two 
Golden Hurricane defenders 
on him. At the last second, he 
kicked the ball out to Jermaine 
Taylor, who nailed a 3-pointer 
in the face of two oncoming 
defenders as the shot clock 
expired 
It was the cap on an up-and-
down night for Taylor, who fin-
ished with 11 points but also 
four turnovers in 23 minutes. 
The Knights improved to 16-
6 on the season, 5-3 in Confer-
ence USA. They are tied with 
Rice for third in C-USA. They 
are also 11-1 at the UCF Areria 
Tulsa falls to 14-7 on the sea-
son and 4-4 in C-USA. They are 
even with Southern Miss and 
Marshall, though they have the 
second-worst road record in 
the conference at 1-5 . 
UCF will return to the court 
on Wednesday in Greenville, 
N.C. to take on last-place East 
Carolina. The Pirates have lost 
eight in a row and are 5-16 over-
all and 0-8 in C-USA. 
Two Knights set school records 
FROM A9 
The trip to New. York was 
also good to sophomore Jack-
sonville native Dione Thomas. 
On Friday she recorded a 
season's best mark of 18 feet 
9.25 inches in the long jump, 
good enough for tenth place 
· overall She followed that up on 
Saturday with another season's 
best mark in triple jump. Her 
leap of 39 feet, 5.25 inches was 
good enough for fourth place 
overall in the event. 
.Ari.other notable finish for 
the Knights was sophomore 
Jamie Rzepecki's personal best 
·~ d 
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10:26.19 in the 3,000. 
Competition at the event 
was stiff for the Knights, which 
featured the last three NCAA 
Indoor National Champions. 
· The next indoor event for 
the Knights takes place Feb. 9-
10 at the Clemson Invitational 
in Clemson, S.C. 
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They shot just under 40 per-
cent for the game. Still, SMU 
was consistent. The Mustangs 
made 12 field goals each half to 
score 36 and 37 points respec-
tively. The numbers may not 
look that convincing but when 
UCF only scored 18 points in 
the first half, this one was over 
by halftime. 
The Mustangs were led in 
scoring by Janielle Dodds and 
Brittany Gilliam who both had 
17 points. Those two, paired 
with another 12 points from 
Delisha Wills, is just one point 
short than what the entire UCF 
team put up on Thursday. 
The game against SMU 
marked the third straight time 
that UCF didn't have a lead in a 
game. It also marked the third 
straight time that the only time 
the score was tied was when 
neither team had any points. 
.Apd if the UCF offense did-
n't have enough trouble as it is 
shooting the ball, the SMU 
defense put on a smothering 
performance and had se.ven 
blocks. 
Overall, SMU has 76 
blocked shots to their credit 
but that's not even what their 
defense prides themselves on. 
The Mustangs defense forces 
the worst shooting in C-USA. 
Opposing offenses against 
SMU have shot for a dismal 36 
percent. It should be noted 
that UCF's defense is right 
behind them with 42 percent 
but the margin between the 
two teams offenses is too 
much for UCF to be able to 
capitalize on it. 
UCF can now say that they 
have the worst offense in the 
conference. Memphis, who . is 
currently 0-10 in conference 
games, has scored more points 
than UCF. 
With their most recent road 
trip in the books, the Knights 
prepare for a three-game 
homestand, which started on 
Sunday against Tulsa, but 
results were not available at 
press time. 
They will continue Friday 
night at 7 p.m. against Houston 
and Sunday at 2 p.m. qgainst 
Rice. 
Sweat gets first loss of season 
FROM A9 
hit that hard either, but it just got 
up there and carried" 
Trailing 4-1, the Knights 
answered in the bottom of the 
seventh with a couple of 
unearned runs. With two outs 
and runners on first and second, 
junior right fielder Ryan 
Richardson hit a routine 
groundball. to freshman short-
stop Manuel Arrojo, but the 
grounder took a tncky hop on 
Arrojo, and the ball deflected off 
him and rolled into center field 
Junior second baseman Dwayne 
Bailey scored to make it a 4-2 
game. 
After senior designated hitter 
Matt Horwath walked, Auer 
scored on a passed ball. But the 
rally ended there as sophomore 
catcher Brandon Romans 
grounded out to end the inning, 
stranding runners on second 
and third 
The Panthers added an 
insurance run in the top of the 
ninth off an RBI double from 
Arrojo. The Knights had their 
chances to climb all the way 
back into the game, but much 
like last season, they could not 
take advantage of their opportu-
nitjes . . 
Last season, the Knights left 
483 men on base, an average 
close to nine men per contest. 
On Saturday, they left nine men 
on base. 
Auer said that he was proud 
of the way that the Knights did 
not quit after Lozano's game-
changing hit. 
'We lost, unfortunately, but ... 
we fought back,'' he said "It was-
n't like last year's team. This 
year's team has got some fight in 
it:' 
Sweat took the loss after 
pitchiiig 5.1 innings, allowing 
three runs on six hits. He struck 
out one and walked none. Sweat 
did a nice job of keeping the ball 
down, as nine of his 16 outs were 
groundouts. 
'We pitched well enough to 
win a game, there is no question 
about that," Bergman said 
"There were a few things offen-
sively that just didn't sit well, but 
for the first game, I think we can 
work those things out." 
Sweat said that being the 
team's opening-day starter did 
not put any pressure on him. 
Instead, he looked forward to 
the challenge. 
"[Being the opening day 
starter] means a lot to me, actu-
ally," he said "I just have a lot to 
prove this year after last year. I 
had a lot of innings last year and 
coming out this year and being 
the first starter, that's awesome:' 
Freshman Corey Polizzano 
earned the win for FIU. He gave 
up just one earned run in 6.2 
innings. Senior Walker Whitley 
picked up the save with 12 per-
fect innings. -
Sophomore shortstop Eric 
Kallstrom drove in the Knights' 
lone RBI. He and Romans each 
had two hits. 
This was the second straight 
year that the Knights opened 
with a loss to the Panthers. Last 
·season, they were defeated in 
Miami,4-3. 
The finale of this two-game 
series was scheduled to take 
place Sunday afternoon, but the 
results were not available before 
press time. A full recap of Sun-
day's game will be available in 
Wednesday's edition of the 
Future. 
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OUR STANCE 
How to really 
protect.the troop~ 
R egardless of your political ideologies or feelings on 
the United States' hari.-
dling of the situation in the Mid-
dle East, we want you to consid-
er the following situation with a 
wide-open mind. ' 
A 25-year-old Marine. who 
served seven months in Iraq and 
earned two Purple Hearts 
returned home to Minnesota in 
late 2005 to a hero's welcome, 
except from the Minneapolis 
Veterans Administration. 
Aq:ording to an Associated 
Pre5s article from Jan. 29, 
Jonathan Schulze suffered from 
Post-TI:aumatic Stress Disorder 
stemming from his experiences 
in Iraq, which included witness-
ing 16 fellow Marines, many of 
them friends, die over the span 
oftwodays. 
:aut the Minneapolis VA 
apparently turned away Schulze 
on Dec.14 when he met with a 
psychiatrist, telling him he could 
not be admitted for treatment 
until March. On Jan.12, when he 
told the VA he was having suici-
. dal thoughts, they told him he 
was No. 26 on the waiting list · 
On Jan.16; Schulze called his 
family and told them he was 
going to kill himself. By the time 
police arrived at his home, he 
had hanged himself with an elec-
trical cord. He left behind a six-
nionth-old daughter and a preg-
nant fiancee. . 
We know what kind of red-
tape is involved with VA facili-
ties, and how backed up and 
understaffed (either in compe-
tence, personnel or both) they 
usually are, especially in large 
metropolitan areas. But with 
more than a trillion dollars 
already spent and hundreds of 
billions potentially earmarked to 
continue the war, it is unfath-
omable that the government has 
failed to upgrade the benefits for 
veterans. 
PTSD is not an uncommon 
result of war, but the rates at 
which troops are returning home 
with the condition from the Mid-
dle East is going to at least match 
and likely exceed the rates of the 
Vietnam War, according to a Mil-
waukee Journal Sentinel article 
from Nov. 26, 2006. 
There is an old cliche that 
says "prior planning prevents 
poor performance." The issue is 
· not the continual funding and 
eitending of the war_ efforts in 
the Middle East The issue is 
how the funds are allocated. 
. The folks ,backing the war 
knew that, at the very least, the 
effort was going to take a·year or 
two. All they-had to do was look 
back at Vietnam and say, ''Hey, 
these guys may be spending a lot 
more time deployed, and they 
might have to go back several 
times. Maybe we should set 
aside more money for their ben-
efit when they return home for 
good, regardless of their physical 
condition." 
Schulze wasn't physically dis-
abled. He didn't lose a limb or 
his sight or his hearing. But he 
saw that happen to plenty of , 
other people, and his fate, while 
not on the official death toll, was 
the same as those people he saw 
die. 
According to t:lle office of 
Rep. Patrick McHenry, R-N.C., 
the House Democrats were mak-
ing a "move toward more parti-
san politics" after they allegedly 
refused to bring up for a vote 
McHenry's proposed amend-
ment to House Joint Resolution 
20, which wouJd allocate more 
funds to the Veterans Health 
Administration by doing a 1 per-
cent across-the-board cut to all 
agencies except the Dept. of Vet-
erans Affairs. 'I 
On the surface, McHenry's 
people have a good point, and 
since there is no immediate end 
in sight for U.S. involvement in 
the Middle Ea:st, the VHA does 
need increased funding. But the 
Republican-controlled House 
had plenty of time to do this, and 
all we saw were shortfalls on the 
VA budget for the 2005 and 2006 
fiscal years. ' 
Hopefully Schulze's story is 
an eye-opener, as Sen. Byron 
Dorgan, D-N.D., read the story 
on the floor of the Senate on Jan. 
29. Because if it isn't, these situa-
tions will only become more 
prevalent. 
·our plea to you: 
use this forum . 
W. ith all the recent . debate about free · 
speech, specifically on 
university campuses throughout 
the nation, we don't understand 
why you, the UCF studeQ.t body, 
does not use the largest forum at 
your disposal · · 
Every Monday and Wednes-
day, the Future provides a full 
page of editorial content, includ-
ing a small section for "Reader 
Views." 
· Most of the feedback we 
receive relates to articles or 
commentaries written in previ-
ous issues, which is fine, but it 
does not correlate with the sheer 
number of opinions we see 
expre~sed on this campus each 
and every day. 
This is why we are using this 
large space, always reserved for 
an editorjal, to reach out to you 
today. We want your opinions to 
be heard. 
If there is a topic that you feel 
strongly about, contact us and 
let us know how you feel If you 
want to take the time to write a 
600-word opinion piece, let us 
know in advance, and we will 
consider publishing it. 
Even if you don't have the 
energy and/or time to write that 
much, send in something small 
and we will do our best to print 
it in Reader Views, which is pub-
lished every Wednesday, though 
we would like to expand it to 
READER VIEWS 
Monday if the volume of 
responses grows. 
The only thing we ask is that 
you limit your focus to a topic 
pertaining to the university or 
city. You live here, you are an 
expert on what goes on around 
here, so let us, and the entire · 
university community, know 
how you feel. 
If you would like to write in 
about an article or commentary 
you read in a previous edition of . 
the ]future, please limit your 
response to 300 words. These 
can either be submitted through 
our Web site at www.cen-
tralfloridafuture.coµi, by fax at 
407-447-4556, or by email at edi-
tor@centralfloridafuture.com. 
Brother Micah is .entertainment; 
do not take him so seriously 
cant help but laugh. Really, what more could you 
ask for? 
. The best by far is when he sings his song, "It's 
Not Okay to be Gay." In fact I think Brother Micah 
is so much of a comedy goldmine ~t I've created 
Brother Micah T-shirts and buttons saying things 
like '.'What Would Brother Micah Do?" and "Broth-
er Micah is Holier Than You!" 
Most UCF students know.of Brother Micah, and 
If you don't, you need to fmd out (try searching 
YouTube.com). For the past few weeks he has been 
preaching from the free speech lawn spreading the 
word that we are all going to hell He even entitled 
Friday as "Going to Hell Friday." . 
Now what I have learned over the pa5t times . 
Brother Micah has graced us with his presence is 
that you cannot take him seriously. 
· The only problem with Brother Micah is that 
every time he is preaching someone takes him too 
seriously and ends up getting hurt or angry with his 
condemning attitude and ridiculous opinions. 
The first time I saw him I was mildly upset when 
he told us that we were going to hell and that he 
does not sin. Now, however, I am convinced that he 
is the best form of entertainment available on our 
campus. When he shouts, "God's gunna drop kick 
you into Hell!" or ''All this Kumbaya, 'God loves 
you' stuff is gunna get you sent straight to Hell!" I 
So I implore you, please do not take Brother 
Micah seriously. Enjoy the amazing sideshow he 
brings to our campus and do not be offended when 
he calls you a whore or a whore monger. Lets all 
]ust gather round and enjoy the show. 
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YOU'RE ±N LINE FOR 
SUBWAY? DIDN'T 
YOU JUST EAT HERE 
YESTERDAY? 
NO, I'M STILL IN LINE 
'FROM YESTERDAY. HAVE 
YOU EVER BEEN TO THE " 
STUDENT UNION AT 
LUNCH TIME? 
SPAIN FISCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
. . 
Sticks and the 
sorcerer's stone., 
I pre-ordered the seventh Harry 
Potter book this weekend. 
Go ahead, laugh and mock me all 
you want. If I cared, I wouldn't have 
said anything. 
I used to feel I was "above" Harry 
Potter too. The summer after I grad-
even worth worrying about? Do you 
really care what they think? , 
If any of you who like to do the 
insulting have read this far, let me 
direct a couple of questions your way. 
Does it make you feel better, more 
secure about yourself to insult people 
for the books that they read? . uated from high school, I would 
make fun of the series after my 
friends tried to get .me to read the 
first book TROY HILLIER 
Did somebody make fun of you 
once and hurt your ego? 
Maybe you're even a former Harry 
Potter fan who gave it up when they 
got to high schqol, and it wasn't "cool" 
"It's just a stupid kids' book," I'd 
say. 
Editor in Chief 
But one weekend I found myself in one of 
my friends' cabin, with no electricity, and the 
only thing to occupy my time was the Harry 
Potter book that she had brought along. I grudg-
ingly gave it a try, and I've been hooked since. 
After coming to college, I realized that find-
ing fellow fans of the series wa,s a bit difficult. I 
didn't go out of my way to fmd them, but I 
found that almost everyone who enjoyed the 
books was hesitant to say anything. 
I guess the urge to impress their fellow 
freshman, to make sure that their peers thought 
they were cool, ·made them hide this "embar-
rassing" part of them. 
It's sad that simply enjoying a piece of enter-
tainment can cause so much shame. 
I'm not oiie to give calls tq action, but I'd 
really like to see fans of the Harry Potter series 
stop being so ashamed ofit and wear their pride/ 
on their sleeves. 
Coming to campus dressed as a witch or 
, wizard may be going a bit far, but hey, if that is 
what you want to do, I say go for it 
Are the people who will make fun of you 
I 
anymore. 
As I said, make fun of me all you want, I real-
ly couldn't care less. But I am afraid that some 
people won't take the jokes so well, and that 
they will be ashamed to read the books to the 
point where they stop reading. 
And let's not stop at Harry Potter either. If 
you're a Star Wars fan, Star TI:ek fan, hell,.if 
you're a Teletubbies fan, don't let your fear of· 
other people's reactions prevent you from 
being yourself. 
Sure, people will still say stUpid things to ybu 
and may make fun of you, but the worst thing 
that you can do is pretend to be someone you're 
not 
While some people may not· understand 
why you have an exact replica of the One Riiig, 
nothing comes off worse or sadder than when 
someone is acting completely fake. · 
And if someone takes the time to make fun 
of you for the entertainment that you enjoy, it 
should be clear that they are the ones who need 
to get a life. 
T 
T H E W 0 R ·D AROUND CAMPUS 
Should Harold Taylor have 
been invited to UCF? 
AARON THOMPSON 
MARKETING 
"It's kind of bizarre, but r don't really 
know enough about it." 
NURSING , 
"My father's a police officer, so I'm 
biased." 
flt 
EMILY SIMPSON 
. EDUCATION 
"If the school didn't know about it, I 
don't think we're really involved." 
"I think so. Everyone has their own 
story to tell. He might have something 
to contribute whether he did some-
thing wrong or not." 
- COMPILED BY AMANDA MOORE. 
JENNIFER PARRA 
'MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & MICROBIOLOGY 
"It was a bit forward of the university, 
but it's freedom of speech. It probably 
wasn't the best idea." 
NURSING 
"Probably not if the cops are after 
him." 
.. 
.\ 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD 
OnJfue 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In fterson: University Court, Suite 200 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A 
SUBMISSION DEADLINES 
Online: 
9 a.m. day before publication 
Phone, fax, in person: 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
VISA, MC, AMEX, 
Discover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 •. www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
HELP WANTED: 
General 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
Christian Preschool Teachers 
for afternoons M-F (2:00-6:00 P.M.) 
NEEDED FOR Union Park Christian 
School, 10301 East Colonial Drive, 
Orlando. If you love Children and the 
Lord, call 407-282-0551 
Counselor· wanted for 
afterschool program at KidTown 
USA, Winter Springs. Great facilities 
and kids. Afternoons now and full-
time during summer vacation. 
Call 407 696 0113. 
Women ages 21-30 -you can 
help make a miracle happen! 
~ .. Low on Dough?t.:.· Egg donors needed to help women who are waiting to become moms. Excellent compensation provided. 
Call tor details, 407-740-0909. <~ 
Earn Cash While 
Helpi~g- Otll~. 
·iw 
@WI JI 
Mid Flor:id It» '1J'i~•.ls 
has new,do.nor programs that~ 
YOU.may qualify, for 
¥our participation can help 
protect~vourself ii't:I\ others aft 
. while earning Extrif$$$'$ , 
. ·~ 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Needed for great overnight camps in the 
Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist with 
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga, 
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking, 
ropes course, nature, and much more. 
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com 
Help Wanted! College aged counselors, 
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp. 
Boys Camp June 16th-30th 
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk. 
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net 
MEDIA PRODUCTIONS 
Emerging audiovisual & event company 
seeks talented Multimedia Designers & 
Live Production experts ' 
(Director.Camera, Sound, Light, Video) 
www.thinkcybis.com/join-us 
PIT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl 
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net .. • 
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
Winter/Spring positions available 
Earn up to $150 per day 
Experience not required 
Underco~er shoppers needed to judge 
retail and dining establishments. 
Call 800-722-4791 
Where students are the first priority. 
Student Government Association 
Open Senate Seats 
Are you interested in Student Government? 
Your Student Government currently has several 
vacant SGA Senate seats. 
Within the Legislative Branch is the Senate. The Senate is com-
prised of 52 Senators. Senators are elected each fall and serve a 
one year term. If a vacancy occurs, the Student Body President 
fills the opening though an appointment procedur.e. Senators 
are responsible for the allocation of all-student funds and the 
proposal of Constitutional-Amendments. Within the Senate 
there are seven standing committees. ' 
Apply on-:1 i ne in the forms section of the SGA Web Site 
or in the SGA office Student Union Rm 214 
For more information check the SGA Web Site: 
SGA.UCF.EDU 
' Vacant 5-enate Seats 
Education Seat 3 
Education Seat 4 
Education Seat 6 
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 4 
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 5 
School of Hospita_lity Management Seat 1 
Undeclared Majors Seat t 
Unspecified Majors in Graduate Studies Seat 1 
Unspecifi~d Majors in Undergraduate Studies Seat 1 
Regional Campus Seat 2 
1-/ 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
Rate Rate RateA RateB Rate( 
100 Help Wanted: General ( 325 For Sale: Automotive 8 First issue: $6 $9 $18 125 Help Wanted: Part·T1111e ( 350 For Sale: General A Each addl issue: $4 $6 $12 150 Help Wanted: Full-Time ( 375 For Sate: Pets A 
175 Business Opportunities 8 400 Services 8 • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
1 200 For Rent: Homes 8 SOD Announcements A 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 225 For Rent: Apartments 8 600 Traver 8 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 250 Roommates A 700 Worship 8 
275 Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous 8 placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
300 For Sale: Homes 8 
~ HELP WANTED: 
~General 
900 Wanted 
Apply in person 
Monday-Saturday, lOam to 6pm 
Lake Bryan 
8702 Vineland:Avenue*_ 
Orlando, Fl 32821 '1 
t (407) 938~0015 
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED 
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT 
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req. 
Abbey's 407-268-4421 
Reliable hard worker for general labor. 
(Yardwork, take out trash, etc.) Very flex. 
hours. Opportunity. to learn about all 
areas of Construction. Pay based on 
skills and motivation. 407-977-3158 or 
email cptt91@yahoo.com 
Artist - Unique Opportunity! 
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities. 
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT. Full-face 
theatrical face painting in Orlando 
theme parks. We train: 
Call: 407-240-6380. 
AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA coed 
children's overnight camp. Energetic, 
enthusiastic men and women wanted for 
all activities and counselor positions. 
Good Salary. Great Experience. 
Internships Available. Visit our web site, 
www.campnockamixon.com to schedule 
an on campus interview for February 14. 
Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors 
Escape to the Shenandoah Mountains of 
West Virginia. Timber Ridge Camp is a 
co-ed overnight camp seeking energetic 
staff to work with children for the 
summer. Top salary, travel allowance. 
800-258-2267. www.trcamps.com 
Email: Trcamps@,aol.com. 
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED! 
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it . 
at Cirde F Dude Ranch! We are seeking 
counselors for a trjlditional residential 
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities 
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports, 
· rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more. 
Staff arrives Tuesday, June Sand 
leaves Wednesday, August 15. 
Call 
401-295-0080 
or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com 
for more information 
EARN 
UPTO 
$170/MO. 
donating · 
pla~ma regularly 
8 • Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day 
Come have Summer Fun! 
Camp Counselor 
Florida Elks Youth Camp 
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL 
7 weeks $2100 June 4 - July 21, 2007 
1-800-523-1673 ext 251 
Scholarship Opportunities 
Established company close to UCF 
seeking Graphic Artist. Must be' 
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop & 
Web Administration. Highly motivated 
individual with strong .work ethic. Must 
be able to follow detailed directions· 
and complete work in a timely manner. 
Full & Part Time may apply. Full time 
candidates are eligible for full benefits 
package. Please email resumes to 
jobs@abc-development.com. 
Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin 
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this 
summer outdoors, have fun while you 
work, & make lifelong friends, then look 
no further. Camp Mataponi, a residential 
girls camp in Maine, has male/female 
summertime openings for Land Sports, 
Waterfront (small crafts, skiing, 
lifeguarding, WSI, boat drivers), Ropes 
Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts & 
Crafts, Theater, Cooking, Gymnastic·s, 
Dance, Group Leaders & more. Top 
salaries plus room/board & travel 
provided. Call us today toll-free at 
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at: 
www.campmataponi.com 
We now have openings for FT or PT 
telephone work calling businesses all 
over the country. No exp. necessary. 
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335. 
" 
ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS! 
$350 .. $450/wk average 
Join our team now and find 
'k Guaranteed bas~]Jay 'k Weekly paychecks 
*Flexible schedules· AM/PM · f< Growth opportunities 
Call and Set-lip on Immediate Interview!"' 
North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700 
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6, Winter Park, FL 32792 
South Orlando: (407)-243-9400 
Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark 
The following Positions: 
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier· 
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance • Gift 
Shop Assistance and more! 
Great Benefits Including: 
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets· College 
"* Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More! 
Hpply now: 
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600 
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com 
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM 
Wet 'n Wild Human Resources 
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819 
(407) 354-2085 •FAX (407) 345-1005 
SPECIAl 
~-100ffER 
New Donors 
Bring this ad 
for $5 extra 
on 2nd and 
4th donation. 
. ' 
•....................•..... 
lfrl 11111111.11 
t..1111PU_llll\11111 
Find out how thousands of students 
save lives and earn cash by donating 
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to 
manufacture unique medicines for 
people with various illnesses. 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO 
www .dci plasma .com 
321-235-9100 
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The Central Florida Future is hiring 
Distribution Drivers! $1 O+ per hour. 
Morning and afternoon shifts avail. 
Please call Maggie at 407-447-4555 or 
email MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com 
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED 
Promote a Top 30 company to gain real-
' world business & marketing experience! 
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply. 
Instructors Needed 
Self-Defense to teach children. PIT 
evenings, great pay. Call LeeAnn at 
1-866-273-2292 or e-mail resume to 
aayaleeann@tampabay.rr.com 
Great Southern Customer Service 
Trainee. No experience neccessary.-
$10-19/hr . Peteet for high school and 
college students. No selling involved. Full 
medical and dental. Call Michael at 
407-830-0107x258 or email 
gswthr@earthlink.net 
McNalr & Associates, CPA's 
Longwood, Florida 
Part-Time AccountingfTax Intern 
Resume: mcnalrassoc@cfl.rr.com 
New Restaurant in Waterford 
Lakes. Designer Greens restaurant hiring 
cashiers, front of house, and salad chef. 
Please call Steven at 407-616-1628 or 
email at skay99@tampabay .. rr.com 
Outback Steakhouse Lake Underhill 
Now hiring prep cooks. Hours 8-5. 
Apply In person Mon-Thurs 1-3 pm 
'Or call for an appointment. 
407-275-9440 
FT Secretary needed for filing and 
answering phones at downtown Orlando 
cons!. company. Kno\vledge of MS 
Word/Excel req. $7.50/hr, great working 
exp! Contact Johan Toro, office manager 
at 407-947-6137. 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM 
.. Paid Survey Takers Needed In 
Orlando. 100% FREE to join. 
.. 
Click on Surveys. 
Looking for people to hand out flyers. 
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, 
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to 
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell 
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901 
Start your own mortgage 
business for $200. Originate loans·in 
over 42 states. Generate profits with 
your own team. Quick growth, no 
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train. 
To attend our company overview call 
1-888-649-2265 
3/2 Custom Duplex 2 miles from l,JCF 
1150 sq ft. All appliances included. 
No smoking $1200/mo +sec dep. 
$40 ~plication fee. 407-359-5001 
• WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT 
Large 4/2 located on canal. New carpet, 
all appl, 3 TVs, available immediately. 
Includes lawn care, community pool. 
$1595/mo 407-230-9066 
New 3/2.5 Townhome in Winter Spgs. 
Gated community near Town Center. 
W/O. and all appliances included. 
Call for details (407) 361-9370 
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go 
to www.ORLrent.com to view available 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty 
407-571-3659 
Unlverslty/UCF area 
31212,1700 sq.ft. Community pool,-
screened porch, W/D, all appliances. 
$1250/mo. Call 321-235-5903 
Gorgeous 5/3 with pool available ASAP 
$550 per room. www.geoc:ities.com/cptt91 
rentucf@yahoo.com or 913-908-8185 
For Rent: Mobile home. Live on UCF 
campus! View of Reflection Pond. 
1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing, 
Full Appliances, Racket ball quart, Gym, 
Comm. Pool, Avail Immediately, 
$750/mo, Call 786-355-5615 
212 $750/mo & 211 $625/mo 
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron 
407-380-6000 
212 $725/mo Water, Basic Cable 
& Local Phone INCLUDED! 
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron 
407-3806000 
Waterford Lakes, The Crest 
Luxury· Condo 2bd/2ba, W/D, cable TV, 
· HIS internet, tel, pool, gym 
All included, $ 650/roommate, 
407-247-6423 
Red Bug/Tuscawilla Area 
Newly renovated vacant condo $985/mo 
2 bdrm/2 bath w/ all amenities 
joker55064@aol.com 407-365-5701 
$425 inclds wtr,cbltv,intrnt,wshr, 
dryr,rnge,refrig 
pm@thazhmon.com or (407) 489-4242 
Pics&Details - tinyurl.com/21k8bz 
•Attention female graduate students and 
young professionals* 
Looking for a roommate to share a 3/2 
home in Waterford Lakes .. Check out 
www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome 
for more information! 
M/F roommate for master bdrm 
in 3/2 apt. Equal rent, $400/mo + util. 15 
min from UCF. Close torull Sail. Apt. 
next to pool. Avail ASAP 850-321-8942 
F roommate needed for cute Avalon Park 
212 townhome. Avail now. 600 + half util. 
Call 407.-384-1972. 
Female roommate needed for 212 Avalon 
Park townhome. Non-smoker. $600 
includes util. Available now!! 
Call 407-384-1972. 
Greater Orlando 
Share Luxurious Homes 
Orlando & Central Florida $425 Clean 
Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Util. 
All Appl./HS Internet Photo shows 
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or 
' 407-334-6~58 ' 
1 Room for rent in UCF area 
ASAP. Looking for mature student. N/S, 
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1 /3 util. · 
Call 407-970-6109. 
Male roommate needed in 3/3 at Science 
Drive. Furnished, walk-in closet. 
$580/mo. E-mail absoccer15@hotmail.-
com or call 860-384-4482 
Master bedroom available in 3/2 house. 
Private bath + walk-in closet. $525/mo + 
1/2 utilities. 20 min to UCF, 10 min to 
VCC. Call Chris 407-470-0~81. 
Room Avail Immediately. 
New house just bullt in Oviedo. 
Close to UCFNalencia. W/D,Yard, 
garage, furnls_hed. M or F. Please call 
Heather 321-544-9211 
Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house close to 
UCF. $550 incl. cable~nternet plus 1 /3 
water & elect. For more info: http:-
//searching4roommatfil.googlepages.com 
or call Natalia 407-782-2375 
One unfurn. bdrm in 3br72ba house. HS 
wifi, satelllte, D/W, W/D, screened porch. 
5 min to UCF, off Univ. and Suntree 
Blvd. Must be student, N/S, clean, and 
quiet. Individual lease, avail. NOWI 
$550/month, call 407-678-2482. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
New town homes five min. from UCF. 
N/S. No Pets. $425/month + 113 Util. 
Call 321-698-6351 
Room for rent in 2 story house in Oviedo 
4 miles from UCF · 
$375/month all utils included. 
Contact Mark 407-256-9574. 
Furnished room for rent, 2 miles from 
UCF. Spacious home w/ pool. $450/mo 
util Incl. Contact Steve 305-281-3104 
- or email scaslos76@aol.com 
M/F student wanted: quiet, NS, no pets 
to live in 211.5 home in safe Lake Bell 
Community, close to UCF w/retired 
gentlem11n. A love of helping people 
would be appreciated. Save over 
$1000/mo. w/this freebie! Free 
accommodation, free util, plus computer 
access: Some housekeeping, plus a few 
errands. Able to work all week. 
E-mail with personal detail. 
Contact wilwel@earthlink.net 
MIF Roommate wanted. 312 house in 
Ashington Park, 3 miles from UCF. 
$525/mo. Includes all utilities 
407-207-8523 (C)803-361-2281 
Looking for quiet roommate. Resp. Male 
to move into room wt optional private 
bath. Beautltul 3/2 immaculate house. 
Fresh paint, new tile, sec. system, 6 min. 
from UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, · 
brand new bath, full kitchen. Must be 
clean. Negotiable price. Cable TV, 
Wireless high speed internet. All utilities 
included. Must be 21 or older. 
Background check. Call 305-527-5415. 
M/F wanted for furnished 312 home 
on lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from 
UCF. $600/mo incl. util. N/S, no pets, 
sec sys, pool & tennis. Avail 
Immediately. Call 407-832-8161>, 
239-461-5101 or 239-633-940'0 
FREE NEW TV WITH LEASE 
M needed for 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe. 
Avail. immediately. Great roommates 
and nice location in neighborhood. 
$475/mo all util incl. 860-759-4013 
Room avail. In The Lofts, pool, gym, 
furnished, util. Incl. tons of parking, 2 
story style apt. Avall ASAP. 
Call Tricia 407-766-6554. 
Female needed for May 1st to July 31st. 
414 at Pegasus Landing! $489/month. 
(904)234-5036 
Room In a 414 at Rlverwlnd Apts. Prvt. 
Bath. Shuttle to UCF. Fully Furnished. 
$535/mo all lnciuslve. Lease ends 
July. Call Colin 407-963-0824 
Room In a 414 at Boardwalk Aptsl Prvt 
Bath, Great Roommates, Next to Pool, 
Gated, Fully Furnished. $510/montll 
util. Incl. Avall. May 1-July 31. 
Call Krystal 321-754-1143! 
Pegasus Connei:tion- FEB. RENT FREE 
Room for.rent 4/4 $535/mo all util incl. 
Reserved parking, available now! F only 
561-601-8571 
$20K CASH BACK, $3K 
DOWNI!! Harbor Beach 10 min fr/ UCF 
1 /1 's start @ $119k 212's @ $159K 
Get 3% towards Closing Costs & More 
Call Bianca or Justin 
ReMax hometown- 800-298-3223 
Avalon Park towi:ihome for sale 
212.5, 2 car garage 
Close to UCF! 
Many upgrades: granite, marble, tile, 
conservation view, a must see! 
Call 407.496.3010 
Tell your parents! 
House for sale, $0 down You live free. 
Roommates pay mortgage. 
Responsible students currently living in 
horn~. Great location and 
neighborhood. I will pay the 5% down 
payment, or return cash if they take 
100% loan. Great tax break, equity 
could pay off student loans when you 
graduate. 913-908-8185 or 
rentucf@yahoo.com 
Gated Comm. 2bdrrn/2bath condo. A'.11 
kitchen appliances & washer dryer. 
$160,000.Excel Realty Diane Molaka 
407-222-4270 
www.excelrealtyonline.com 
Gated Community-2bdrrn/2bath all new 
kit. appliances & washer/dryer 
$159,900. Excel Realty Diane Molaka 
407-222-4270. Ready Today! 
Large Mediterranean Style 512.512 
car garage. Close to UCF, bullt In 
2001. Screened In pool, tlle floors.-
security, surround sound. Must see! 
$310K. Call 407-435-1303 
2002 Beige Toyota Corolla CE 
Very clean. Just 67k mlles. A/T 
Call Stephen 407-756-2453 
Street legal scooter 150 cc. 
Brand New, Must See! $1299. 
Call 407-251-0815. 
Bed-$130. Full size pillowtop 
mattress set..Brand new. Stlll In 
plastic. Can deliver. 
(407)846-8511 
Bedroom set- $450. 5 pc set. Never 
used. Delivery available. 
( 407)846-1360 
' Pool Table: 8' professional series 
furniture style table, carved'Jegs, · 
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All 
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell 
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322 
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type 
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/ 
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495. 
Dellvery avall. Call 407-423-1202. 
FUTON-$195 Brand new oak futon 
w/plush mattress. Still in box. 
Can deliver. (407)846-2130 
Bed 100% all brand new King pillow-
top set. Must sell, can dellver $220. 
Call 407-423-1202. 
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size, 
Brand New, still In plastic. Delivery 
avall. Call 407~287-2619. 
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can 
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322 
CAR SYSTEM FOR SALE 
Contains: Two 12 inch JL w6 speakers 
with box, one Tsunami 1800 watt amp, 
one Farad capacitor. All in excellent 
condition. Cables/wires incl. $750 O.B.O 
386-405-2629 ask for Jeremy 
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh 
bed group, never used. 
407-831-1322 
Glass Dining Room Set 
with 6 chairs and server. 
$450 Excellent Condition 
Call 407-359-0159 
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip Pillow-
Top Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full, 
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery 
available. 407-331-1941 
BED $160, Orthopedic support New 
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In 
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver. 
Call 407-287-2619. 
6 Month Old Male Puggle Puppy! 
All shots and 5 month heartworm 
Included! Will only grow to 25 lbs 
max. Super Cute! $600 o.b.o must 
seel Call or email Derek 
(954)661-4964, Scorpdk@beljsouth.net 
PHO and Masters graduates to help 
with essay research and writing. 
www.customessay.com 
1-888-345-8295 
INCOME TAX SERVICE 
Best Refund Guaranteed! 
Low Rates - Most returns cost $20 · 
ben_eisen@yahoo.com 407-375-25!)7 · 
Unplanned Pregnancy? 
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption 
Advice. Expenses paid if needed. 
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000 
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com 
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057 
FRENCH TUTORING 
Exp. French born teacher. All levels. 
Reasonable rates. Adults and children. 
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles 
from UCF. Call, leave msg 407-482-2343. 
Truces 
407-679-7884 
UCF Students $25 off 
MARTIAL ARTS OPEN 
HOUSE/DEMONSTRATION 
Wed. Feb. 7 @ ?PM in the Ferrell 
Auditorium. Classes are M,W 6:15-8:15 
PM. http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~butoucf 
[~TRAVEL 
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK 
$189 5-Days/4-Nights 
$239 7-Days/6-Nights 
Prices include: 
Round-trip luxury cruise with foqd. 
Accommodations on the island at your 
choice of ten resorts. 
Free V.l.P. party-package upgrade. 
APPALACHIA TRAVEL 
1-800-867-5018 
www.BahamaSun.com 
WE WILL. BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE! 
Cancun from $499 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $339! 
Includes Meals, Taxes, 
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities. 
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica 
From $5991· Panama City from $169! 
Organize a group and travel FREE! Call 
SpringBreakTravel.com at 
1.800.293.1443- or visit 
www.springbreaktravel.com 
use promo code: na55 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com A13 
SUDO KU 
1 .4 3 7 . 
........ .,.. 
........ -·-···--·····- -- © Puzzles by Pappocom 
9 15 7 ·---~--f ·-- Fill in the grid so 8 9 2 3 1 . that every row, 
4 column and 3x3 7 box contains the 
9 8 1 6 digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. 
6 -·-+-1~--- Monday puzzle: ! 1 i 
7 12 
Easy level 
3 9 Wednesday puzzle: • ............... , .. 
7 6 8 Medium level 
7 4 5 8 1 
Friday puzzle: 
Hard level 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Fewer 
5 Island near 
Corsica 
9 Deep sleeps 
14 ___ Royale, Ml 
15 Bambi, for one 
16 One of the 
Astaires 
17 Onion covering 
18 Gathering of 
guys 
19 Stop 
20 Shy 
22 Busy highway 
business 
24 Western or 
Denver 
concoction 
26 Pass out cards 
27 Rhinoplasty 
29 Radio station 
employee 
34 Shiatsu 
37 Circle segments 
41 Sing like Bing 
42 Puts on years 
43 Myocardial 
infarction 
46 Waterborne 
© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
AH rights reserved. 
47 "Ghostbusters" 
director 
52 Clobber 
55 Nod off 
56 Maine river. 
61 Toy soldier 
62 Legal defense 
63 Going by yacht 
65 Animal lat 
66 Tippy vessel 
67 Borscht 
ingredient 
68 Uniform 
69 Genuflection 
joints 
70 Rational 
71 Trial by fire 
8 Bicker 
9 Shrill cries 
10 Keats 
specialties 
11 Pithy part 
12 As well 
13 '0oze 
21 _vu 
23 Rhythms 
25 Keyboard 
compositions 
28 Actor Lancaster 
30 ISS partner 
31 Small pitcher 
32 Metric measure 
33 Affirmative 
answer 
DOWN 35 Flower holder 
A T T 
NA 
E X 
1 Heavyweight 36 Leo's bellow Last issue solved Sonny 37 I figured it out! 
215101 
2 _ Pie (frozen 38 Ump's relative 
treat) 39 Infielder Ripken 49 California desert 56 Load luggage 
3 Covers in goo 40 No-seats- 50 Islands in the 57 Zest 
4 Of old age available letters Ailantic 58 Five after four 
5 News chiefs, for 44 Some cats 51 Can skip 59 Clarinet relative 
short 45 Stephen of 53 Wound surfaces 60 Soon-to-be 
6 Rig<il resident spine-chillers 54 Book after adult 
7 Stubble 48 Bathroom fixture Daniel 64 Grabbed a bite 
So.lution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
Add Some Leadership & Excitement To Your Schedule! For more information, 
contact MAJ Brianifallon. UCF Arm ROTC 407-823-5383 visit www.arm .ucf.edu toda 
A14 www.Centralfloridafuture.com 
"THE VILLAGE AT 
SCIENCE DRIVE 
' 407 .384. 7080 
2913 Einstein Way 
thevi llageatscienced rive.com 
universityhouse.com 
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Affordable luxury 
amenities esigned 
around actual 
stud.ent life. 
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ff L ff f R Y R COLLE6E HHTIDN 
407 .277 .4007 407 .273.5151 
I) 
NOW LEASING 
• 4 Bedroom Plans Available 
. • .Fully· Furnished Option 
I . 
• Resort-style Pool 
• Hi-tech Fitness Center 
• Computer Center with High-speed Internet 
• Full-size Washer\Dryer 
• 24-hour Emergency Maintenance 
• .Social Activities Planned by Maverick Team 
• Visit Website for Full Amenities List 
v 
February 5,2007 • (enttaf '11ltiba :Juture 
THE VILLAGE AT 
. . 
A .LAFAYA CLUB 
407.482.9990 
3100 Alafaya Club Drive 
thevillageatalafayaclub.com 
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